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MESSAGE FROM THE MAYOR

Welcome to Blacktown City Council’s 2005-2006 State of the Environment Report. The State of the Environment Report is used as a tool to 
record the environmental initiatives undertaken by Council together with the community to manage, develop, restore, enhance and conserve our 
environment. The report also provides a measure of Council’s response to sustainability.

Blacktown City Council staff report on the “state of the environment” as it really is. Council strives to give an accurate and honest account of our 
local environment. This ensures that changes in our environment, both positive and negative, can be accurately recorded and monitored over 
time.

Blacktown City Council is committed to actively addressing environmental issues and recognises the valuable contribution made to the  preservation 
and conservation of the environment by individuals and groups in our community. 

There are opportunities for residents to become involved and help protect, restore and enhance our local environment and I encourage everyone 
to join with Council and work towards a sustainable future for Blacktown City.

Leo Kelly, OAM
Mayor
City of Blacktown
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

About SoE 2005-2006
Local government plays a significant role in environmental management through the planning and development processes, policy development, 
operational activities including waste collection/resource recovery, stormwater control, environmental education and involvement in regional 
environmental and management programs.  As part of that role, local governments in NSW are required by legislation to prepare an annual report 
as to the state of the environment in their local area.

This State of the Environment (SoE) Report 2005-2006 is the 12th prepared by Blacktown City Council and is a supplementary report.  The 
reporting period for this report is 1 July 2005 to 30 June 2006.

Requirements for Supplementary SoE Reports
The NSW Local Government (General) Regulation (2005) requires that supplementary SoE reports:

identify any new environmental impacts since the council’s last SoE report z

update the trends in environmental indicators that are important to each environmental sector. z

The legislation also requires that:
each of the following eight environmental sectors are reported on: Land, Air, Water, Biodiversity, Waste, Noise, Aboriginal Heritage  z
and Non-Aboriginal Heritage

The report follow the Pressure-State-Response Model, which means reporting on environmental sectors in which:
the  z pressure component identifies and describes the pressure that human activities put on their immediate environment and their 
natural surroundings

the  z state component identifies and describes the current and projected state of the environment

the  z response component identifies and describes the response of councils, government agencies, industry and communities to 
the pressures on the environment.
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How to Read This Report
The SoE Report 2005-2006 is intended only as a supplementary report that should be read and utilised in conjunction with Blacktown City Council’s 
other reports, including previous SoE Reports, Management Plans and Annual Reports. These reports can be accessed through the Council’s 
website. 

In each chapter of this report, pressure and state have been described under “What Are The Issues?” and the response has been detailed under 
“What Is Being Done About These Issues?”.  

Features in this Report
The structure of this report has been designed to meet the State Government’s requirements.  However, changes have been made to the format 
used in previous years to ensure the document remains contemporary, and of continuing interest and use to our community.  Outlined below 
are some of the features evident in the SoE Report. These were introduced in the 2004-2005 report and have been retained in the 2005-2006 
Report.

Sustainability Indicators 
Sustainability indicators help to track changes in the environment by tracking key aspects – which may be physical, chemical, biological or socio-
economic – that provide useful information about how these changes are affecting the environment.  

The sustainability indicators are represented in graphic form by the Blacktown Sustainability Arcs (below):

A move away from sustainability No Change / movement in relation to 
sustainability or no data to establish a trend A move towards sustainability

Sustainability indicators feature throughout this report and a summary of all sustainability indicators used to assess the state of our environment 
is provided in Chapter 11. 
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Goals
Short-Term Goals and Long-Term Goals have been included where relevant at the end of a section.  The status of the goals has been denoted 
by one of the following:

Completed – for actions that are completed and require no further consideration z

Commenced – for actions that have commenced but are not completed z

Not commenced – for actions that still require action to be instigated z

Ongoing – for actions that have commenced and require ongoing implementation.  z

New – for actions that have been recently developed. z

Further Information
www.blacktown.nsw.gov.au z
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CHAPTER 2: BLACKTOWN’S PROFILE

The City of Blacktown is located approximately 35 kilometres from the Sydney Central Business District (CBD) on the Cumberland Plain in the 
heart of Western Sydney and occupies an area of 246.9 square kilometres.

Blacktown’s population is culturally and linguistically diverse, with over 50 countries and 63 languages represented in the community.  The 
Philippines, United Kingdom, New Zealand, Fiji, India, Malta, China and Sri Lanka are the most common countries of origin for residents from 
overseas.

The City of Blacktown includes more than 800 parks and reserves, over 1100 kilometres of local roads, 100 kilometres of arterial roads, and 10 
railway stations on two lines.

In the Blacktown Local Government Area (LGA), there are 17 major creeklines located in two major catchments, the Hawkesbury-Nepean 
catchment and the Upper Parramatta River catchment.  There are 230 kilometres of defined drainage lines, including 153 kilometres of natural 
creeks.

The Blacktown LGA contains a number of bushland reserves, many of which contain endangered ecological communities and regionally significant 
plant species.  There are four major vegetation communities in the Blacktown LGA: the Grey Box Woodland of the Cumberland Plain, the Grey 
Box – Ironbark Woodland of the Cumberland Plain, the Shale/Gravel Transition Forest and the Sydney Coastal River Flat Forest.

Population Growth
Over the last few decades, Blacktown’s growth has been sustained and rapid, making it the most populous local government area in New South 
Wales, and the third most populous LGA in Australia.

The development of new estate areas has resulted in the creation of 45 suburbs, with over 100,000 residential premises.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics estimated that the residential population in the Blacktown LGA in June 2005 was 283,458.  Blacktown 
experienced the largest population increase of any local government area in 2005, with an increase of 4926 people.
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Table 1: Population figures for the Blacktown LGA

Population

2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

270,109
269,855

(estimate)
273,267

(estimate)
278,532

(estimate)
283,458

(estimate)

Source: ABS, 2005

Table 2: Population density in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Population density per square kilometre 1094 2093 1107 1128 1148

Source: ABS, 2005

A move away from sustainability
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CHAPTER 3: LAND

What are the issues?
• Land-use changes and conflicts
• Development in the City of Blacktown 
• Urban open space
• Land degradation
 o Salinity
 o Soil erosion
 o Contaminated land

Land-use changes and conflicts
Land has always been shaped by natural processes such as erosion and sedimentation, but these processes have been vastly accelerated by 
certain types of human land use.  In populated areas such as the Blacktown LGA, the way that land is used by humans has significant impacts 
on land characteristics.  Competition exists among a range of human land uses, including urban expansion, transport, open space, industry and 
agriculture.  As the population grows rapidly, urban expansion continues to be the most significant pressure on land in the Blacktown LGA.  

Figures 1-4 show the breakdown of different types of land zoning and land use in the Blacktown LGA in 2006.
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Land uses in Local Planning Zones (total area 20,345 ha)

Open Space
7%

Residential
37%

Non Urban
31%

Business
1%

Special Uses (including 
drainage)

18%

Industrial
6%

 

Proportions of Local and State Planning Zones/Areas (total area 24,486ha)

Local Planning Zones
83%

State Planning Area
17%

Figure 1: Proportion of Local and State Planning Zones in the Blacktown LGA
Source: Blacktown City Council, 2006

Figure 2: Land uses in Local Panning Zones
Source: Blacktown City Council, 2006
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Figure 3: Land uses in State Planning Zones
Source: Blacktown City Council, 2006

Development in the City of Blacktown
Property development in the Blacktown LGA continues to occur at a rapid rate.  Figure 4 illustrates the number of residential, commercial and 
industrial rateable properties in the Blacktown LGA over the past five reporting periods.

Land uses in State Planning Zones (total area 4,141 ha)

ADI site (Parkland 
Zoning)

7%

ADI site (Employment)
1%

ADI site (Urban Zoning)
5%

Western Sydney 
Recreation Area

4%

Regional Parklands
62%

Employment Lands
20%

Regional Open Space
1%
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Figure 4: Number of rateable properties in the Blacktown LGA
Source: Blacktown City Council, 2006

Greenfield vs Infill Development
There are two types of development in the Blacktown LGA.  These are Greenfield development and Infill development.  Greenfield development 
occurs on land that has not previously been developed for urban purposes, and occurs most commonly on rural lands.  Infill development occurs 
on sites that have had a previous urban use, for example, a conversion from a single dwelling to higher density housing. The impacts associated 
with development in new release areas are greater than the impact from development in established areas.

Figures for the 2005-2006 reporting period suggest that in the Blacktown LGA:
20% of new dwellings created were in existing urban areas  z

79.5% were in Greenfield release areas  z

0.5% were in rural zones. z
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Table 3 shows the proportions of Infill and Greenfield development occurring in the Blacktown LGA over the past 4 reporting periods.

Table 3: Percentage of Infill and Greenfield development in the Blacktown LGA

Development Type 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Infill 48% 60% 25% 20%

Greenfield 52% 40% 73% 79.5%

Rural zones Unavailable Unavailable 2% 0.5%

Source: Department of Planning, 2005

It is evident from the figures in Table 3 that Blacktown’s Greenfield development has increased since the previous reporting period.  This is 
attributed mainly to a number of large subdivision projects including the ADI Site, Kellyville Ridge and the Eastern Creek Industrial Estate.

Urban Open Space
Urban open space includes land devoted to parks, reserves, recreational facilities and other green spaces.  Open spaces are important for all 
communities, providing a wide range of recreational opportunities.  Urban open space can also enhance biodiversity, increase the aesthetics and 
amenity of our neighbourhoods, improve air quality and boost water retention.

Open Space in the Blacktown LGA
Table 4 shows a breakdown of the land zoned as open space in the Blacktown LGA.  With the release of State zoned open space, such as the 
Regional Parklands, open space has increased for our community.
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Table 4: Open space zoning in Blacktown the LGA

Type of Open Space State or Local Area (hectares)

Open space Local 1,396.7

Western Sydney Recreation Area State 145.1

Regional Parklands State 2,589.7

ADI site (parkland zoning) State 272

Regional open space State 47.6

Total Open Space 4,451.1

Source: Blacktown City Council, 2005

Table 5: Open space per capita in the Blacktown LGA 

Indicator 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Total open space per capita (state and local) 128m2 128m2 154m2 157m2

Source: DIPNR, 2005

A move towards sustainability
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Land Degradation

Salinity
Salts occur naturally in many rocks and soils, including the Wianamatta Shales of Western Sydney.  These salts are normally stored in soil and 
rock but can be dissolved and brought to the surface by human-induced changes in the way water moves through our environment.  Vegetation 
clearing, agriculture and housing development all contribute to salinity problems by encouraging salty water to concentrate at or near ground level.  
This can damage infrastructure and other development, such as homes, and can kill or harm vegetation.

Photo 1: Bricks indicating salt attack in Blacktown LGA

The Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources (DIPNR) has identified a number of areas of known salinity in the Blacktown 
LGA, as well as many areas of high and moderate salinity potential.
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Soil Erosion
Erosion is a natural process that is accelerated by human activities.  In urban areas, the main problem associated with soil erosion is the 
sedimentation and degradation of streams and rivers.  Soil erosion in the Blacktown LGA is generally caused by earthworks associated with urban 
development and redevelopment.

Table 6 shows the number of soil erosion-related Customer Action Requests (CARs) received by Blacktown City Council since 2002. 

Table 6: CARS received by Council for soil erosion matters 

CAR Type 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Soil erosion - building sites 1 7 13 11

It should be noted that soil erosion matters may also be recorded under water pollution CARs.  Currently, the number of soil erosion CARs lodged 
as water pollution CARs cannot be determined.

Contaminated Land
Land contamination usually occurs as a result of human activities.  Contamination may be left behind on land that has been used for agriculture 
and industry and, occasionally, residential land where lead-based paints or excessive pesticides have been used.  Land can be contaminated 
if contaminated fill is used during site development.  Table 7 shows the number of CARs relating to unauthorised fill that have been received by 
Blacktown City Council since 2002.

Table 7: CARS received by Council for unauthorised fill matters 

CAR Type 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Unauthorised fill 17 13 15 10
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What is being done about these issues?
• Implementation of legislative controls
 o Blacktown Local Environmental Plan 1988
 o Development Control Plans
 o BASIX
• Land degradation notices
• Soil erosion policy and notices
• Contaminated land policy

Implementation of Legislative Controls

Blacktown Local Environmental Plan 1988
Local Environmental Plans (LEPs) are prepared by councils to guide planning decisions in their LGA and establish the requirements for the use 
and development of land.  Through zoning and development controls, they allow councils to supervise the ways in which land is used. 

The Blacktown Local Environmental Plan 1988 (BLEP 1988) is the comprehensive statutory (legal) planning document that applies to the whole 
of the Blacktown LGA aside from land zoned under State Environmental Planning Policy (SEPP) 29 – Western Sydney Recreation Area, SEPP 
59 – Central Western Sydney Economic and Employment Area, Regional Environmental Plan (REP) 30 – St Marys and REP 31 – Regional 
Parklands.

Development Control Plans
Development Control Plans (DCPs) provide specific, comprehensive guidelines for certain types of development, or small sections of the Blacktown 
LGA.  The detailed guidelines contained in a DCP are in addition to the provisions of the legal planning instruments (SEPP, REP or LEP).

The Blacktown Development Control Plan 1992 (BDCP 1992) is the document which provides details of the various standards, policies and 
guidelines adopted by Council for development in our LGA.  It also assists developers in designing proposed developments and preparing their 
applications to Council.

BASIX
BASIX is a NSW Government initiative aimed at reducing the potable water use and greenhouse gas emissions of new homes by ensuring they 
are designed and built to appropriate specifications.  

BASIX allows the building applicant to select from a range of options in order to meet set energy and water reduction targets.
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From 1 July 2004, all new single and dual occupancy dwellings as well as all new boarding houses, guest houses, hostels and lodging-houses 
under 300m2 have required a BASIX certificate.  

Certificates are issued once an online BASIX assessment has been satisfactorily completed.  It is the responsibility of the building applicant 
to complete the assessment, to ensure that BASIX commitments are clearly marked on the plans and to submit the BASIX certificate with the 
development application.

From 1 October 2005, BASIX applied to all new residential dwellings including single dwellings, villas, townhouses and low-rise, mid-rise and 
high-rise developments in NSW.

In the period 1 July 2005 - 30 June 2006, approximately 624 dwellings that were subject to BASIX requirements were approved. 

Land degradation notices 
Council can issue notices under the NSW Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act 1997) and the NSW Local Government 
Act 1993 (LG Act 1993) to help prevent or remediate land degradation.  Table 8 shows the number of these notices issued since the 2002-2003 
reporting period.

Table 8: The number of land-related notices issued during the reporting period

Type of Notice 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

LG Act 1993 Notice and Order N/A N/A 3 0

POEO Act 1997 Prevention Notice 3 0 4 2

POEO Act 1997 Clean Up Notice 6 10 4 2

The figures in Table 8 do not reflect the number of notices issued for sediment and erosion control related matters. These have been reported 
separately in a later chapter.
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Soil erosion policy and notices
Blacktown City Council has a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Policy that aims to prevent sediment and other building site pollutants from 
entering the stormwater system.  Council is also increasing awareness of soil erosion and its prevention by monitoring building sites and 
distributing educational pamphlets. 

Photo 2: Soil from a building site discharging into the stormwater system

Where insufficient erosion or sediment control procedures have resulted in soil escaping from building sites, Council utilises the provisions of the 
POEO Act 1997 to issue Clean Up Notices.  
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Table 9 shows the number of these notices issued since the 2002-2003 reporting period.

Table 9: Notices issued under POEO Act 1997 for sediment/erosion related matters

Type of Notice 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Clean Up Notice N/A N/A 3 0

Contaminated land policy
Under the NSW Contaminated Land Management Act 1997, the Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) regulates contaminated 
sites that pose a significant risk of harm to human health or the environment.  

Contaminated sites that are not regulated by the DEC are managed by local councils through land-use planning processes.

Blacktown City Council continues to implement its Contaminated Land Policy.  The policy details the circumstances in which remediation of a site 
would be required and the degree to which remediation is required prior to redevelopment of the site.
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Goals

Issue Goals Status

Land Use Short-Term

• Work with the Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources 
(DIPNR) to develop a regional plan for Western Sydney Ongoing

• Monitor future development of the Blacktown LGA and align this development with 
the principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development Ongoing

• Work with the WSROC to develop a Greater Western Sydney Regional Planning 
Framework. Ongoing

• Report to Council on the issues and outcomes arising from 12 months operation 
of BASIX for multi-unit residential developments. Ongoing

• Review the impact of the construction of the Western Sydney Orbital on the 
existing transport network and local communities and report to Council Ongoing

• Monitor the impact of the construction of the T-Way Network on the existing 
transport network and local communities and report to Council. Ongoing

• Report to Council six monthly on lobbying for strategically located commuter car 
parking Ongoing

Salinity Short-Term

• Distribute urban salinity educational material to the community through the 
Blacktown City Information Centre and Council events such as the Environmental 
Expo, Environmental Focus and Blacktown Festival.

Ongoing

• Develop an urban salinity workshop for the community, including external 
presenters such as DIPNR (now Department of Planning) Not commenced

• Deliver the urban salinity workshop(s) to the community Not commenced

• Ensure development is in accordance with guidelines on salinity with regard to 
type, density, location and water-sensitive urban design and facilitate development 
that does not contribute to further urban salinity problems.

Ongoing

• Investigate the implementation of Water Sensitive Urban Design for new 
developments and the effects on land degradation issues. Ongoing
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Soil Erosion Short-Term

• Develop an education program to complement regulatory work carried out for 
Council’s Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Program for relevant sectors of the 
community such as builders and new home-owners.

Not commenced

• Deliver the soil erosion and sediment control education program to relevant 
sectors of the community. Not commenced

Further Information
• www.basix.nsw.gov.au
• www.blacktown.nsw.gov.au
• www.planning.nsw.gov.au
• www.dnr.nsw.gov.au
• www.wsroc.com.au
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CHAPTER 4: BIODIVERSITY

What is biodiversity?
Biodiversity refers to the variety of all life forms: the different plants, animals and micro-organisms, their genes and the ecosystems of which they are 
a part.  Protecting biodiversity is important because of its role in sustaining natural processes, such as nutrient cycling, soil formation and pollination.  
Maintaining biodiversity is essential for the survival of healthy ecosystems.

What are the issues? 
• Protecting and monitoring biodiversity
• Degradation of terrestrial ecosystems
• Loss of terrestrial species diversity
• Native vegetation clearing 

Protecting and monitoring biodiversity 
There is a number of issues that affect biodiversity in the Blacktown LGA.  These include the degradation and loss of terrestrial ecosystems, loss 
of terrestrial species diversity and native vegetation clearing.  These issues can be attributed to several factors, including land clearing for urban 
development and infrastructure; degradation of habitat through fragmentation, loss of habitat, edge effects, isolation and fire; invasion by feral weeds 
and animals; and water pollution, sedimentation and increased nutrient loads in waterways.

Table 10: Vulnerable and endangered species, populations and communities in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator Status 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Species,  Populations and Communities 
listed under the NSW Threatened Species 
Conservation Act (1995) that are known to 
exist in the Blacktown LGA

vulnerable 14 16 16 16 16

endangered 9 16 16 19 19

Source: DEC Threatened Species Website, 2005
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What is being done about these issues? 
• Regeneration Projects 
• Bushcare Program
• National Tree Day 
• Tree Giveaways
• Tree Preservation Order

Regeneration projects
Council undertakes a number of bush regeneration projects funded through grants, Council’s Works Improvement Program and maintenance budgets.  
Projects undertaken in the reporting period include Melody Garden, Knudsen Reserve, Rotary Lakes, Cugdegong Reserve, Soldiers Settlement Reserve 
and Best Road Reserve. 

Table 11 indicates the number of trees planted by Council Officers over the last 3 reporting periods.

Table 11: Number of trees planted by Council officers

2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of trees planted by Council officers for special projects or as 
part of normal operation 89,079 10,558 47,460

A move away from sustainability
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Bushcare program
Council supports 9 volunteer Bushcare groups across the Blacktown LGA.  The groups meet regularly each month.  

These groups are actively involved in the conservation and regeneration of threatened and endangered ecological communities in bushland reserves.  
The groups undertake weeding, revegetation and regeneration works to increase the health and viability of remnant bushland areas.

Bushcare volunteers worked in the following reserves located throughout the Blacktown LGA during 2005-2006 in an effort to restore native 
vegetation: 

• Dr Charles McKay Reserve, Mt Druitt
• Knudsen Reserve, Riverstone
• Bill Colbourne Reserve, Doonside
• Banks Reserve, Kings Langley
• Tuscan Waters, Glenwood
• Whitehaven Reserve, Quakers Hill
• Duncan Park, Seven Hills
• Faulkland Crescent Reserve, Kings Park
• Pied Piper Reserve, Seven Hills

 Table 12: The number of trees and shrubs planted and hectares under restoration 

Bushcare Program 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of trees and shrubs planted by volunteers 4500 1512 2800

Number of hectares under restoration by volunteers 35 ha 36.4 ha 44 ha

Table 13: The number of registered Bushcare volunteers

Indicator 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of registered Bushcare volunteers 84 106 109
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National Tree Day
National Tree Day was held on 31 July 2005.  The sites were:

• Reserve No 587 Whitehaven Avenue Reserve, Quakers Hill
• Reserve No 790 Forman Avenue Reserve, Glenwood
• Reserve No 209 Duncan Park, Seven Hills
• Reserve No 218 Tregear Reserve, Tregear
• Reserve No 202 Mitchell Reserve, Blacktown

142 volunteers participated in the day, and planted 4,450 trees, shrubs and groundcover plants.  

Council was also able to provide 1,850 plants to schools and community groups for planting in their school grounds for National Tree Day.  

A total of 6,300 trees, shrubs and groundcovers was planted through Blacktown LGA.  

Although the trees, shrubs and groundcover plants require water to establish, the plants reward our effort to help our environment by contributing to our 
biodiversity, cleaning our water and air and providing habitat for wildlife.

A move towards sustainability
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Case Study: Doctor Charles McKay Reserve, Mount Druitt
Doctor Charles McKay Reserve is an 8.8 hectare reserve located off Beames Avenue, Mount Druitt.  The reserve contains remnant vegetation of the 
Endangered Ecological Community Cumberland Plain Woodland. 

The reserve has undergone many years of extensive bush regeneration and revegetation work undertaken by Council’s bush regenerators, Doctor 
Charles McKay Park Committee and bush regeneration contractors.

Thanks to funding from the Australian Government Envirofund and the NSW Environmental Trust, contract bush regenerators worked in the reserve in 
2005-2006.  This has lead to a great reduction and control of weed species and the rehabilitation and regeneration of native plants.

The major problem weed in the reserve is Eragrostis curvula (African Love Grass).  The exotic grass forms dense patches restricting native regeneration.  
This weed, along with Paddy’s Lucerne, Moth Vine, Climbing Asparagus, Bridal Creeper and Rhodes Grass, has been the focus of control programs in 
all reserves.

The reserve supports a diverse range of native fauna.  Numerous bird species use and live in the reserve including Rainbow Lorikeets (Trichoglossus 
haematodus), Eastern Rosellas (Platycercus eximius) and Black Cockatoos (Calyptorhynchus lathami).  The Endangered Cumberland Land Snail 
(Meridolum corneovirens) has been recorded in the reserve numerous times.  Reptiles recorded at the reserve include Eastern Bearded Dragons 
(Pogona barbata), Blue Tongue Lizards (Tiliqua scinoides) and Eastern Brown Snakes (Pseudonaja textilis).

Photo 3: Doctor Charles McKay Reserve before weed removed    Photo 4: Doctor Charles McKay Reserve after weed removed
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Tree Giveaways
Blacktown City Council conducts a number of tree giveaway programs throughout the year.  These include the Travelling Tree Giveaway, Local Government 
Week Tree Giveaways and the General Tree Giveaway. 

Travelling Tree Giveaway
The 2005 Travelling Tree Giveaway was conducted over consecutive Saturdays in August and September, at Melrose Park, Quakers Hill (Ward 1), 
Chifley Park, Lalor Park (Ward 2), Brewongle Green, Blacktown (Ward 3), Ruppertswood Park, Mount Druitt (Ward 4) and Poppondetta Park, Emerton 
(Ward 5).  

At each giveaway, the first 1,250 residents were able to collect 2 plants each.  During 2005-2006, over 7,000 plants were given away.

Local Government Week Tree Giveaway
In celebration of Local Government Week (1-7 August 2005), Council held 2 tree giveaway events at Mt Druitt Mall and Blacktown Village Green.  

Residents of the Blacktown LGA were eligible to receive 2 free plants.  During 2005-2006, over 4,000 plants were given away.

General Tree Giveaway
Residents of the Blacktown LGA are eligible to receive 2 free plants per residential property each financial year from Council’s nursery.  During 2005-
2006, 14,780 plants were distributed to the community.

School and Community Group Tree Giveaway
Schools, churches and other non-profit organisations are entitled to 20 plants/trees for planting in their grounds each year.  During 2005-2006, 15,570 
plants were given away under this program.
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Table 14: Tree giveaways in the Blacktown LGA

Tree Giveaways 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Travelling Tree Giveaway 15,000 8,200 7,507

Local Government Week Tree Giveaway 3,864 4,220 4,261

General Tree Giveaway 20,770 20,510 14,780

School and Community Group Tree Giveaway 2,500 6,000 15,570

Total 42,134 38,930 41,668

Tree Preservation Order
Council is committed to its “Greening Blacktown” program and part of this endeavour is to preserve as many of the existing established tree stock as 
is practical.

The Tree Preservation Order under the BLEP 1988 requires that Council approval/consent is obtained to remove or prune any tree located on a 
premises.  

The Tree Preservation Order also requires that any tree removed be replaced with a suitable native.

Table 15: The number of trees approved for removal under the Tree Preservation Order

Indicator 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of trees approved for removal under the Tree Preservation 
Order 4,899 4,059 3,335 3,147 3,720
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Goals 

Issue Goals Status

Biodiversity Short-Term

• Continue to increase the diversity and variety of open space facilities available to the 
Blacktown community Ongoing

• Increase the number of indigenous species given away to residents as part of the annual 
tree giveaway Ongoing

• Continue to develop a plan of revegetation and regeneration within Council’s open space 
network including targets to monitor the number of indigenous species Ongoing

Long-Term

• Prepare a Biodiversity Strategy to guide Council in the protection and management of 
endangered ecological communities and threatened and vulnerable species and their critical 
habitats

New

• Develop a Conservation Strategy as part of a Sustainability Policy New

A move away from sustainability
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CHAPTER 5: AIR

What are the issues? 
• Climate change
 o Energy use 
 o Changes in land use
• Urban air quality
 o Motor transport 
 o Backyard burning 
 o Bushfires, smoke from wood heaters 
 o Emissions from industry
 o Odour

Climate Change
Human activities such as the combustion of fossil fuels for electricity generation and transport, and changes in land use, are increasing the levels 
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.  This is resulting in the warming of the earth’s surface temperature, commonly known as global warming.  
With a continuing rise in greenhouse gas emissions and the subsequent global warming, extreme weather events will increase and greater 
variability in weather patterns will result in different effects from region to region (IPCC 2001).

In Australia, global warming has been predicted to result in a temperature increase of 0.40C - 2.00C by 2030.  The effects of this temperature 
increase could include a decrease in annual rainfall, an increase in the frequency of hot days, coastline recession due to sea level rise, reduction 
in alpine snow cover, stress on freshwater supply, an increase in mosquito-borne disease and deaths from heat waves (AGO 2002).

Table 16: Total greenhouse gas emissions per capita in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 1998-1999

Total greenhouse gas emissions per capita* in the Blacktown LGA 15.2 tonnes CO2

* based on 1996 ABS census data
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     No change/movement in relation to sustainability or no data to establish a trend

The figures used for both the electricity use and greenhouse gas emission indicators were ascertained during an inventory of the Blacktown 
LGA in 1998-1999, which utilised the 1996 census data for population.  Another inventory is required to update these figures and to establish a 
sustainability trend. 

Urban Air Quality
According to the ABS, air quality continues to be the highest environmental priority for NSW residents.  Although current indications are that air 
quality in NSW is generally good, there are two main problems in the Greater Metropolitan Region (Sydney, Lower Hunter and Illawarra regions), 
home to around 70% of the NSW population.  

These problems are photochemical smog and particle pollution (brown haze).  In the Blacktown LGA motor transport, backyard burning, bushfires, 
smoke from wood heaters and emissions from industry all contribute to urban air quality (DEC 2006). 

Through the DEC’s air quality monitoring program, ambient levels of air pollutants are recorded across Sydney, Illawarra, the Lower Hunter and 
selected rural sites around NSW twice daily.  

Monitoring stations in the north-west region of Sydney provide air quality data that helps define the nature and severity of air pollution in the 
Blacktown LGA.

The Regional Pollution Index (RPI) is categorised as either low, medium or high.  Low has a pollution index from 0–24, medium has a pollution 
index of 25–49 and high has a pollution index 50 or higher.

Figure 5 represents the monthly average RPI readings observed throughout 2005-2006 indicating the level of air pollution in the Sydney North-
West region.  The daily data for each month was averaged to determine the average monthly RPI values.  
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As seen in Figure 5, December was the only monthly average that was categorised as medium, with all other monthly averages categorised as 
low.  

It should be noted, however, that there was a total of 49 days during the year when pollution levels were categorised as medium and one day 
when it was categorised as high. 

Figure 5: Sydney North-West regional monthly average RPI value 2005-2006
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Table 17: The average annual RPI value for the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Average annual RPI value 25.93 22.25 20.03 20.0

Source: DEC, 2006
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Table 18 illustrates the number of air pollution-related Customer Action Requests (CAR) Council received during the last five reporting periods.

Table 18: CARs received by Council for air pollution matters 

CAR Type 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Air Pollution (includes commercial and 
industrial) 83 69 101 39 63

Air Pollution - Backyard Burning 87 52 52 58 54

Air Pollution - Wood Heaters 31 35 43 52 33

Air Pollution - Odour N/A* N/A* N/A* 53 76

*Prior to the 2004-2005 reporting period, Air Pollution – Odour was not categorised as a separate CAR Type so these figures are not available.

A move towards sustainability
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Total Registered Vehicles in the Blacktown LGA

Table 19: Number of registered vehicles in the Blacktown LGA 

Vehicle Type 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Passenger 107,069 105,574 107,863 111,927 113,692

Off Road Passenger 7,594 8,439 9,819 11,287 14,551

Small Buses 1,810 1,624 1,486 1,286 1,447

Buses 170 177 176 180 238

Mobile Homes 124 137 123 127 120

Motorcycles 2,951 2,908 3,076 3,328 3,618

Light Trucks 16,597 16,527 17,450 18,083 18,355

Heavy Trucks 2,666 2,659 2,776 3,068 3,295

Prime Movers 496 660 662 681 653

Plant 614 579 479 476 454

Trailers 18,011 18,144 18,400 19,038 19,505

Other Vehicles 5 7 6 8 8

Total 158,107 157,435 162,316 169,489 175,936

Source: RTA, 2006
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Number of cars per capita  
Table 20 indicates the registered vehicles per capita in the Blacktown LGA.  The per capita figure was calculated using population growth estimates 
from the ABS and the registered vehicle data (Table 19) was provided by the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA).

Table 20: Number of vehicles per capita in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of vehicles per capita 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.62

What is being done about these issues? 
• Cities for Climate ProtectionTM Program
 o Ecosmart Western Sydney Pilot 
 o Blacktown City Greenhouse Sink
 o Energy Performance Contract
• Solar Cities
• Western Sydney Orbital (M7)
• Investigation of complaints and enforcement of legislation

A move away from sustainability
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Cities for Climate ProtectionTM Program
Blacktown City Council is a member of the Cities for Climate ProtectionTM (CCPTM) Program, joining the campaign in March 2001.  CCPTM is an 
international program developed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in both the local government and community sectors.

There are currently 214 Councils across Australia involved in the program, which represents 80% of the Australian population.  Despite a lack of 
commitment by the Australian Government to the Kyoto Protocol, local governments achieved an abatement of approximately 2.9 million tonnes 
of greenhouse gases in 2005-2006.  Through the implementation of greenhouse gas abatement initiatives outlined in the Blacktown Greenhouse 
Action Plan, Blacktown City Council continues to reduce the LGA’s impact on climate change.  Some of the initiatives developed and implemented 
throughout 2005-2006 are outlined below. 

Ecosmart Western Sydney Pilot
In an effort to assist Blacktown residents to reduce energy consumption in the home and reduce their greenhouse gas emissions, 45 free energy 
audits were offered through the Ecosmart Western Sydney Pilot program.

The program involved an Ecosmart Home Energy Assessor visiting residents and conducting a walk-through energy audit of their home.  The 
assessor then worked with the householder to develop an action plan outlining various ways in which they could reduce their energy use and 
greenhouse gas emissions.

Blacktown City Greenhouse Sink
On June 30, 2006, Blacktown residents converged on St Martins Crescent, Blacktown, to establish the City’s first Greenhouse Sink demonstration 
site.  This involved the planting of 1000 trees on National Tree Day, which will absorb greenhouse gases from the atmosphere.  The demonstration 
site will also include interpretive signage outlining how our day-to-day energy use impacts on climate change.

The sink is linked to the existing cycle/pedestrian path along Blacktown Creek and completes the Blacktown Creek Environment Walk that begins 
at William Lawson Wetland.
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Photo 5: Blacktown residents establishing the Greenhouse Sink Demonstration Site

Energy Performance Contract 
An Energy Performance Contract (EPC) is a common way for companies to assess several large buildings at one time to save energy, 
money and reduce greenhouse gases.  Throughout 2005-2006, an energy audit (Detailed Facilities Study-DFS) was conducted for all 
major Council buildings and specific energy reduction measures were identified. 

A revised project plan, which was developed from this DFS, will be the basis for Council’s improvement works on the audited buildings.  
Works will be implemented during the future reporting periods.
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Solar Cities
The Solar Cities program is an Australian Government initiative designed to explore and trial new sustainable models for electricity production, 
supply and use.  The program aims to demonstrate, through 4 trial projects, the economic and environmental costs/benefits of the mass installation 
of solar technology and various energy efficient measures.

Throughout 2005-2006, local governments, energy retailers, financial institutions and private renewable energy companies nationwide formed 
consortiums to develop Solar City project proposals.  Blacktown City Council joined the Blacktown Solar City consortium comprising BP Solar, 
ANZ Bank Group, Landcom, Integral Energy and Big Switch Projects.

The Blacktown Solar City Project Proposal developed by the Blacktown consortium was successful in being one of eleven projects to be shortlisted 
by the Australian Government for further development as a Detailed Business Case (DBC).  The DBC will outline in greater detail how the 
consortium aims to provide greater access for the community to solar technology and energy efficient technology.  

Western Sydney Orbital (M7)
The construction of the Western Sydney Orbital (WSO) was completed in December 2005.  More than half of the 40-kilometre motorway has been 
constructed in the Blacktown LGA and links the M2, M4 and M5 motorways.  Now, Western Sydney motorists have the opportunity to bypass 48 
sets of traffic lights, saving significant amounts of time and fuel (www.westlinkm7.com.au, 2006).

Investigation of Complaints and Issuing of Notices
Council investigates all complaints in relation to air quality, including odour issues, in accordance with “best practice” policies and procedures.  
Council investigates each issue to ensure compliance, where practicable, with the POEO Act 1997.

Table 21: Notices issued under the POEO Act 1997 for air quality related matters

Notices 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Prevention Notices 5 5 3 1

Clean Up Notices 1 1 4 2

Air Pollution - Wood Heaters 21 35 43 52
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Goals 

Issue Goals Status

Climate Change Short-Term

• Implement the Revised Project plan as part of the Energy Performance 
Contract (EPC) process New

• If successful, implement the Blacktown Solar Cities Detailed Business Case New

• Work towards achieving Milestone 5 of the Cities for Climate Protection 
program by updating the last energy inventory of Council and community 
activities

Ongoing

Further Information
• www.blacktown.nsw.gov.au
• www.greenhouse.gov.au
• www.roam.com.au
• www.westlinkm7.com.au
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CHAPTER 6: NOISE

What are the issues? 
• Noise from
 o Barking dogs
 o Amplified music
 o Transport (road and rail)
 o Urban development

Noise in Blacktown
Noise pollution can be defined as unwanted or offensive sound that unreasonably intrudes on daily activities.  The impact of noise on our day-
to-day lives depends on a number of factors, including intensity, frequency, duration and time of day.  There are also significant variations in the 
way individuals react to noise.  Some people are more affected than others at any given noise levels.  Noise can affect human health and well-
being in a variety of ways including annoyance, interference with concentration and communication and a general degradation of the amenity of 
a neighbourhood. 

In urban areas, noise pollution has many sources, most associated with urban development – road and rail transport, industrial noise, and 
neighbourhood and recreational noise.  In the Blacktown LGA, the majority of noise complaints received by Council were related to barking dogs 
(67%) and music (20%).  As the population increases and further development takes place, new houses and roads can add to the level of noise 
and become potential sources of noise pollution.

Customer Action Requests
Blacktown City Council investigates all CARs for noise in accordance with “best practice” policies and procedures adopted by Council to ensure 
compliance with the POEO Act 1997.  Table 22 outlines the number and nature of complaints received by Council during the reporting period 
compared to previous years.  
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Table 22: CARs received by Council for noise pollution matters

Source 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Barking Dogs 762 821 771 867 786

Industry / Commercial 111 63 53 64 61

Air Conditioners 37 30 44 49 46

Alarms 34 24 23 36 30

Music 133 151 142 194 229

Pool Filters 10 12 10 13 16

Total 1,087 1,101 1,043 1,223 1,168

The number of complaints received by Blacktown City Council during this reporting period decreased by 55 from the previous year.  It should be 
noted that the data provided should only be considered indicative.  Noise complaints are not necessarily regarded as an accurate measure of the 
impact of noise.

Table 23: The number of noise complaints per 10,000 people in the Blacktown LGA

2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of noise complaints per 10,000 
people 40 41 38 44 41
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What is being done about these issues? 
• Distribution of educational material
• Investigation of complaints and enforcement of legislation

Distribution of Educational Material
The DEC has published a range of informative and educational materials relating to noise and people’s rights and responsibilities in relation to 
noise pollution.  Council, along with the DEC, distributes material on matters such as neighbourhood noise, vehicle noise and intruder alarms.

Investigation of Complaints and Enforcement of Legislation
Blacktown City Council actively investigates noise complaints and seeks to ensure that when noise is a problem, it is expected that whoever is 
creating the noise should take all reasonable and feasible steps to minimise the noise.  The table below outlines the number of Noise Pollution 
Notices issued under the provisions of the POEO Act 1997.

Table 24: Notices issued under POEO Act 1997 for noise related matters

Notices 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Prevention Notice 5 4 6 17 7

Information Notice N/A 0 1 1 2
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Goals

Issue Goals Status

Noise Short-Term

Distribute educational material relating to noise to the community through 
the Blacktown City Information Centre and Council events such as the 

Environmental Expo, Focus and Festival
Ongoing

Further Information
• www.environment.nsw.gov.au
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CHAPTER 7: WATER

What are the issues? 
• Waterway condition and water quality
 o Changes in the hydrological regime
 o Loss of streamside vegetation
 o Water pollution
• Water quantity
 o Water consumption and water shortages

Waterway Condition and Water Quality

Changes in the Hydrological Regime
Prior to the urbanisation of the Blacktown area, any rain that fell was used by vegetation and either transpired back into the atmosphere, 
evaporated, or was slowly filtered into waterways or through naturally permeable surfaces into groundwater stores.  Due to development on much 
of the land in the Blacktown LGA, a very different process now occurs when it rains.  These hydrological changes to the natural system have a 
number of implications, including altered environmental flows, erosion, sedimentation, pollution and the degradation of aquatic habitats. 

Until recently, local governments used waterways mainly for the conveyance of stormwater.  Piping the creeks fulfils the objectives of flood 
mitigation but does little for water quality, community amenity and habitat.  In response to this, and with a greater understanding of the importance 
of creeks, emphasis has been placed on the retention and maintenance of natural areas.  These areas have the potential to form valuable 
recreational facilities for the community and enhance the natural landscape, as well as improving downstream water quality. 

Loss of Streamside Vegetation
Streamside (riparian) vegetation is very important for maintaining waterway condition and water quality.  Vegetation holds banks together and 
prevents erosion, and provides overhanging shelter, leaf litter for aquatic habitat and shade to help reduce water temperature.  It also filters 
nutrients and other types of pollution before they enter waterways.  Much of the streamside vegetation in the Blacktown LGA has been removed 
or degraded, contributing to the deterioration of waterway condition and water quality.
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Water Pollution
Water pollution emanates from a range of sources including urban and agricultural runoff and sewage disposal.  Rainfall events generate stormwater, 
which flows down the catchment picking up pollutants such as sediment, rubbish, plant matter, dog faeces, oil from roads, nutrients from fertilisers 
or detergents and paints or chemicals that have been dumped in gutters.  Stormwater pipes are often directly connected to waterways, making it 
possible for large amounts of pollutants to be transported straight into local creeks.  Agricultural runoff, including runoff from market gardens, is 
also a significant source of pollutants such as sediments, nutrients from fertilisers and chemicals from pesticides and herbicides.  Sewage disposal 
systems also contribute significant amounts of pollutants such as nutrients, bacteria and the chemicals that are used in treatment processes.  
Pollution damages the health of aquatic ecosystems and degrades the recreational, aesthetic and economic values that may be associated with 
them.

Waterway Condition and Water Quality in the Blacktown LGA
Rain falling on the Blacktown LGA will ultimately end up in one of the three major water bodies of the Sydney Basin: Sydney Harbour, the Georges 
River or the Hawkesbury-Nepean River.  There are 22 major sub-catchments in Blacktown that feed water into over 230 kilometres of defined 
drainage lines, including 153 kilometres of natural waterways.  The waterways of the Blacktown LGA vary greatly in condition and consequently 
in the values that may be attributed to them.  Figure 6 illustrates Blacktown LGA’s major waterways.
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Sewer Overflows
Sydney Water’s sewerage system transports and treats sewage through a network of pipes, sewage pumping stations (SPSs) and sewage 
treatment plants (STPs).  Council receives notification for two types of sewer overflows that occur in the Blacktown LGA; bypass incidents and dry 
weather overflow notifications.  Bypass incidents occur at the STP, while dry weather overflows occur in the system.  Sewer overflows can result in 
untreated or partially treated sewage making its way into waterways, degrading the health of aquatic ecosystems and compromising recreational 
values.

Tables 25 and 26 indicate the number of bypass incidents (wet and dry) and dry weather sewer overflows (dry) occurring in the last five reporting 
periods.

Table 25: Notified bypass incidents in the Blacktown LGA

STP
2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry Wet Dry

Quakers Hill 0 2 2 3 3 0 12 0 5 0

St Marys 4 4 3 0 2 0 20 0 11 1

Riverstone 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0

Total 10 8 6 34 17
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Table 26: Dry weather sewage overflow notifications in the Blacktown LGA

STP 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Quakers Hill 5 8 39 12 11

St Marys 5 3 6 4 5

Riverstone 0 0 0 1 0

North Head 0 3 22 12 9

Other 0 3 3 0 1

Total 10 17 70 29 25

Water Quality Data for Blacktown LGA
The 2005-2006 reporting period is the second year of Council’s revised water quality monitoring program utilising new equipment.  Monitoring was 
carried out once per fortnight, when weather permitted, at the following sites:
• South Creek - Richmond Road bridge, Riverstone
• Eastern Creek - Garfield Road bridge, Riverstone
• Breakfast Creek - weir in Melrose Park, Quakers Hill 
• Bungarribee Creek - Andrew Lloyd Drive, Doonside
• Toongabbie Creek - Powers Road bridge, Toongabbie
• Second Ponds Creek - Rouse Road crossing, Rouse Hill

Each site was tested for the following parameters: pH, dissolved oxygen, temperature, conductivity, total dissolved solids, salinity, nitrates, 
phosphates, turbidity, biological oxygen demand and faecal coliforms.  New sites and testing parameters were established in order to assess 
any long-term trends in water quality as a result of catchment and riverine works.  In addition, the new testing program enables the results to be 
assessed against the Australia and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council’s (ANZECC) water quality guidelines “Guidelines for 
Fresh and Marine Water Quality”.

The results of the new program are compared to the ANZECC guidelines for two environmental values – aquatic ecosystem health and recreational 
water quality.  Recreational water quality is further separated into primary contact, which includes activities such as swimming or water skiing, and 
secondary contact, which includes activities such as fishing or boating, where the user does not have significant contact with the water.
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Table 27 shows the percentage of water samples during the reporting period that comply with aquatic ecosystem health (pH, turbidity, conductivity 
and dissolved oxygen), primary recreation (temperature, pH and faecal coliforms), and secondary recreation (faecal coliforms) on the days they 
were tested. It should be noted that the figures are not quality controlled and are indicative only.

Table 27: Percentage compliance with the ANZECC (2000) Guidelines for Fresh and Marine Water Quality during 2005 - 2006

Percentage compliance for: Bungarribee 
Creek South Creek Eastern 

Creek
Second 

Ponds Creek
Breakfast 

Creek
Toongabbie 

Creek

Aquatic Ecosystem Health 48% 41% 40% 40% 46% 40%

R e c r e a t i o n a l 
Water Quality

Primary Contact 76% 85% 70% 73% 80% 66%

Secondary Contact 94% 100% 83% 67% 83% 72%

Customer Action Requests
Blacktown City Council investigates all CARs in accordance with “best practice” policies and procedures to ensure compliance with the POEO Act 
1997.  The following table outlines the number and the nature of complaints received by Council during the reporting period compared to previous 
years.  

Table 28: CARs received by Council for water pollution matters

CAR Type 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Water pollution - domestic 65 62 62 64

Water pollution - commercial / industrial 56 53 67 37

Water pollution - spills 10 8 11 8

Water pollution - sewerage complaint 56 75 77 81

Water Quantity
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Water Consumption and Water Shortages
The Sydney metropolitan area is facing severe water shortages due to drought conditions and the pressure placed on limited water resources 
by an increasing population.  Unsustainable water consumption practices mean that potable drinking water is consumed for activities such as 
flushing toilets and watering gardens, applications that could be more appropriately supplied by alternative water sources such as recycled water 
or stormwater.  

In June 2006, the dam water storage levels across Sydney, Illawarra and the Blue Mountains fell to just 41.7% of the total storage capacity.  The 
water shortage situation is complicated by the impacts of climate change on the current drought cycle.  One benefit of the recent water shortages 
has been the prompting of new ways of thinking about water and how we can use it more wisely.

Expanded Storage Levels
On Saturday 15 April 2006, the Sydney Catchment Authority (SCA) reached a major milestone in the deep-water storage projects when a water 
supply access point was created at the base of Warragamba Dam.

Combined, the deep storage projects at Warragamba and Nepean dams add around six months of water supply to the system for use in the 
present drought.  They also add about 40 billion litres a year to the available supply.  The SCA will complete the project by March 2007.

The establishment of the new access point in the Warragamba Dam wall represents the major engineering milestone in these projects.  As a 
result, the SCA can now report available storage against the volume of the expanded system.

Water Restrictions
Sydney Water introduced water restrictions in November 2002 in an effort to combat the water shortages across the Sydney metropolitan area.  
Level 1 restrictions were introduced on 1 October 2003, Level 2 restrictions came into force on 1 June 2004 and the continuing drought conditions 
saw the introduction of Level 3 restrictions on 1 June 2005.

The Level 3 restrictions are:
• Hand-held hosing of lawns and gardens and drip irrigation is allowed only on Wednesdays and Sundays before 10 am and after 4 pm 
• No other watering systems or sprinklers are to be used at any time 
• A permit from Sydney Water is required to fill new or renovated pools bigger than 10,000 litres 
• No hosing of hard surfaces including vehicles at any time 
• No hoses or taps to be left running unattended, except when filling pools or containers 
• Fire hoses must only be used for fire fighting purposes – not for cleaning. 
Recycled water, bore water and water used for testing fire systems, fire fighting and related activities are excluded from restrictions.
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Metro Water Plan
The Plan was released in 2004 and updated in 2006.  It sets out how the NSW Government will provide a secure supply of water that can meet 
the long term needs of Sydney.  An important element of the Plan is the diversification of demand and supply options to minimise risks and cost.  
The Plan also requires local councils to prepare Water Conservation Action Plans (see “What is being done about these issues” later in this section 
for more information). 

The Blacktown Experience
In January 2006, the Minister for Utilities Carl Scully announced that families in Blacktown are among the most efficient water users in Sydney.  

The Minister said more than 22,000 households in Blacktown had installed water efficient devices in their homes over the past five years, helping 
to save more than 470 million litres of water in 2005 alone.

Water consumption in the Blacktown LGA

Table 29: Water consumption at all properties in Blacktown LGA during 2005 - 2006 

Property Types Number of Properties Water Consumption (ML)

Residential 94,088 20,396,417

Non-Residential 3,676 5,988,872

Total 97,764 26,385,289

Between the 2004-2005 and the 2005-2006 reporting periods, the total number of properties in the Blacktown LGA increased by approximately 
9%.  However, during the same period the total water consumption decreased by approximately 0.5%, indicating that despite the increase in 
properties in Blacktown, residents have achieved a total reduction in water consumption.

Despite this progress, some members of the community still fail to recognise the severity of the water shortages and have received a fine for 
breaches of the water restrictions.  

The following table details the water breaches in the Blacktown LGA since the introduction of the restrictions in 2002.  The number of fines issued 
has decreased since the introduction of the water restrictions, which could indicate that fewer people are watering outside the restricted hours.
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Table 30: CARs received by Council for water restriction breaches

CAR Type 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Water restriction breaches 37 16 11

Table 31: Total water consumption per capita in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Total water consumption (ML) per capita 112.6 120.4 103.0 95.1 93.1

A move towards sustainability
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Table 32: Blacktown City Council’s water consumption

Indicator 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Total water consumption (ML) per capita 463 539 371 315 368

What is being done about these issues?
• Streamwatch and Waterwatch
• Water quality field days and other educational activities
• Creek and Catchment Assessments
• State of the Waterways Report
• Issuing of notices
• Sydney Water’s Sewer-Fix Program
• Stormwater Quality Improvement Devices
• Creek bank restoration/revegetation works
• Water Conservation Action Plan
• Every Drop Counts Business Program
• BASIX

A move away from sustainability
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Streamwatch and Waterwatch
The Streamwatch and Waterwatch programs are aimed at educating and empowering communities to work together toward healthy catchments.  
Volunteers carry out water quality tests on particular waterways, with indicators including dissolved oxygen, pH, temperature, total dissolved 
solids and turbidity.  Some groups also monitor additional indicators such as faecal coliforms and macro invertebrates.  Blacktown groups testing 
in the Upper Parramatta River catchment fall under the ‘Waterwatch’ banner and are coordinated by the Upper Parramatta River Catchment Trust.  
All other groups in the Blacktown LGA fall under the ‘Streamwatch’ banner and are coordinated by Sydney Water.  In 2005-2006, there were 10 
active Streamwatch/Waterwatch groups in the Blacktown LGA. 

Water quality field days and other educational activities

Water quality field day 
On Thursday 10 November 2005, 150 students from Bert Oldfield Public School, Metella Road Primary School and Blacktown South Public 
School attended a Water Quality Field Day at William Lawson Wetlands, organised by Blacktown City Council and the Upper Parramatta River 
Catchment Trust.
The Field Day activities included water testing, water bug identification, a catchment tour and a worm farming workshop.  Waterwatch students 
from Mitchell and Seven Hills High School were also active participants.  Blacktown City Council Mayor Leo Kelly attended the event and 
presented certificates and show bags to the students. 

Both Council and the Trust have a strong commitment to improving the health of our local waterways.  The day aimed to give students an 
understanding and appreciation of water quality issues and empower them to take responsibility for their local creeks.  The day was also aimed 
at reinforcing local school participation in the Waterwatch Program, which is aimed at caring for local waterways across NSW.

Photo 6: Students from Bert Oldfield Public School examine water bugs
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Catchment Tour
The Upper Parramatta River Catchment Trust, together with the four catchment councils (Blacktown, Baulkham Hills, Holroyd and Parramatta), 
held a free bus tour through the Upper Parramatta River Catchment on Saturday 15 October 2005.  The tour visited a number of project sites in 
the catchment, including projects that reduce the impact of flooding, and showcase healthy and unhealthy creeks as well as bush regeneration 
works.  The tour was well attended, with over 60 people participating.

A new brochure, “Where is your Place in the Catchment”, was launched during the tour.  It was developed by the Trust and catchment councils, 
and focussed on water quality and catchment issues on a regional level.

Creek and Catchment Assessments
Blacktown City Council has undertaken comprehensive assessments of the creeks and catchments in the Blacktown LGA.  The creek assessments 
examined waterway attributes at over 400 sites in the Blacktown LGA.  The five waterway characteristics analysed at each site were community 
values, geomorphology, disturbance, riparian vegetation and in-stream condition. 

Overall, the assessments found that the waterways and catchments of the Blacktown LGA vary greatly in condition and consequently in the values 
that may be attributed to them.  All have been degraded to some degree, whether through direct modification of the stream, or through the impacts 
of land use in the catchments.  The combination of threats such as altered hydrological regimes and loss of streamside vegetation has subjected 
many waterways to severe erosion and the degradation of their environmental, aesthetic and economic values.  Other waterways display high 
values that could be preserved with the application of appropriate development controls.

State of the Waterways Report
Blacktown City Council has developed a State of the Waterways Report which documents the findings of and recommendations from a program 
of comprehensive creek and catchment assessments.  The report includes prioritised waterway and catchment management actions that will help 
improve water quality and waterway condition in the Blacktown LGA. 

Issuing of Notices
Table 33 shows the number of notices issued for water-related matters in Blacktown City.
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Table 33: Notices issued under the POEO Act 1997 for water-related matters 

Indicator 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

LG Act 1993 Notice and Order n/a 3 26 7

POEO Act 1997 Prevention Notice 12 12 9 8

POEO Act 1997 Clean Up Notice 26 38 55 94

POEO At 1997 Information Notice 0 0 1 0

POEO Act 1997 Compliance Cost Notice 1 1 2 1

Total 39 54 93 110

Sydney Water’s Sewer-Fix Program
The $2 billion, 20-year Sewer-Fix program was initiated in 1997.  The program includes repair of leaking sewer pipes ($1,100 million) and 
construction of additional pipes and wet weather storage ($900 million).  Priority activities for the last three years have included:
• Obtaining licences from the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) for the operation of all sewage transport systems
• Preventing wet weather overflows into Sydney Harbour from the four largest overflow points through the construction of the Northside  
 Storage Tunnel
• Reducing leakage from the worst leak-affected areas; 540 km of Sydney Water pipes and 57,000 private sewers have been inspected  
 and repairs have been carried out on 260 km of pipes and 5,900 private sewers across Sydney
• Assessing the impact of private sewers.

Most of the sewerage system is gravity fed, following natural catchment drainage lines, but sewage transport is assisted by 654 sewage pumping 
stations (SPSs).  Sewer overflows can occur from these pumping stations due to malfunctions such as loss of electrical power.  $5 million has 
been spent on upgrading SPSs to ensure that, in the event of a malfunction, sewage overflows will be contained in the pumping station storage 
capacity.  This project is the first stage of six-year, $120 million program. 

Private sewer lines have major impacts on sewer overflows.  Sydney Water has supported the development of pipe check, a community-based 
proposal to inspect and rehabilitate private sewers at the time of conveyancing.  Sydney Water prepared environmental impact statements (EISs) 
for its 27 sewerage systems to enable the NSW EPA to determine the level of overflow reduction that can be achieved across Sydney.  Priorities 
for the next five years, outlined in the EPA licences as Pollution Reduction Programs, are to reduce:
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• Dry weather overflows from sewage pumping stations
• Overflows caused by tree roots
• Dry weather leaks which impact on creeks and rivers
• Wet weather overflows in the Blue Mountains (to 10 events every 10 years).

Sydney Water is currently working to deliver the Pollution Reduction Program.  Planning in 200 catchments across Sydney, Illawarra and the Blue 
Mountains includes investigations of odours, continued support for Pipecheck and improved plumbing and drainage regulation.

Stormwater Quality Improvement Devices (SQIDs)
A range of Stormwater Quality Improvement Devices (SQIDs) such as Gross Pollutant Traps have been installed in the Blacktown LGA to help 
remove larger items of pollution from stormwater before it enters waterways.  SQIDs are able to remove a range of pollutants from stormwater 
ranging in size from 75 micro-particles to plastic bottles and other rubbish.  The SQIDs are regularly cleaned to remove the accumulated pollutants 
such as rubbish and plant material, as well as coarse and fine sediments.  The photos below highlight how effective these devices are at trapping 
rubbish and preventing it from entering Blacktown’s waterways.
 

 

         Photo 7: GPT at Hyatt Road, Blacktown        Photo 8: Litter boom at Bells Creek, Blacktown
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Restoration/revegetation of stream banks
During the 2005-2006 reporting period, Blacktown City Council carried out creek bank restoration and/or revegetation works at:
• Greystanes Creek, Toongabbie
• Blacktown Creek, Seven Hills
• Bungarribee Creek, Glendenning

Water Conservation Action Plan
Blacktown City Council is required by the State Government to provide a Water Conservation Action Plan.  This plan is currently being developed 
and will assist Council to reduce water consumption.  The plan will provide a framework for initiatives such as the installation of water efficient 
taps, shower and toilet flushing systems in all Council buildings and public facilities, as well as other methods for water conservation.

Every Drop Counts Business Program
Sydney Water’s Every Drop Counts Business Program assists Council to evaluate its current water practices and identify priority areas for 
improvement.  The program involves the development of practical action plans and priorities to improve management of water in Council, 
to measure progress and to benchmark against other similar organisations.  During the 2005-2006 reporting period, Blacktown City Council 
achieved the first star in the One-2-Five® rating diagnostic tool.

BASIX
The NSW Government has introduced new urban design requirements to help reduce the pressures placed on water by an increasing population.  
From 1 October 2005, the BASIX scheme required that all new residential dwellings, including single dwellings, villas, townhouses and low-rise, 
mid-rise and high-rise developments in NSW must reduce their mains-supplied water consumption by 40%.  To meet this target, builders can 
install water efficient fixtures such as a rainwater tank or, where available, connect to a recycled water supply.  

For further information about BASIX and its application in the Blacktown LGA, please refer to ‘Chapter 3: Land’ in this report.
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 Goals

Issue Goals Status

Water Quantity Short-Term

• Develop a Water Conservation Action Plan for the City Commenced

• Adopt the Water Conservation Action Plan for the City Not adopted

• Achieve 2 stars in the One-2-Five® Sydney Water Every Drop Counts rating tool Achieved 1 Star

• Report on the operation of Council’s centrally controlled irrigation and sports field water 
management system Commenced

Water Quantity Short-Term

• Adopt the State of the Waterways Report Adopted

Long-Term

• Implement the actions outlined in the State of the Waterways Report Commenced

Further Information 
• www.basix.nsw.gov.au
• www.blacktown.nsw.gov.au
• www.deh.gov.au
• www.sca.nsw.gov.au
• www.streamwatch.org.au
• www.sydneywater.com.au
• www.uprct.nsw.gov.au
• www.waterforlife.nsw.gov.au
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CHAPTER 8: WASTE

What are the issues?
• An increasing population 
• Increasing consumption
• Increasing volumes of waste
• Landfill is not a sustainable option
• Littering 
• Illegal dumping
• Encouraging behaviour that improves sustainability outcomes

Expansion in consumption and increasing waste created by population growth pose challenges for individuals, communities, councils and 
governments.  

Creating a sustainable future includes recovering our waste to reprocess it into new, usable items.  Resource recovery through re-use and 
recycling is the major method for diverting waste from landfill.  

An additional challenge for councils is the inappropriate disposal of waste, including littering and illegal dumping, which place more pressure on 
the environment, reduce amenity and create health and safety problems.  

A positive and longer-term approach is required to respond to these challenges and move towards sustainability.  

This involves changing our attitudes, technologies, practices and actions to focus firstly on avoiding waste and then to increasingly treat waste 
as a resource.

Waste in Blacktown
To achieve sustainable resource management, Blacktown City Council manages waste as a resource and works in partnership with our 
community.  

This means developing programs and delivering services that maximise conservation of resources based on the following principles:
• Minimise waste generation 
• Maximise resource recovery
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• Encourage re-use of items that are still useful
• Collect waste in a manner that facilitates maximum re-use or recycling, and that allows for the safe, efficient and environmentally   
 preferable disposal.

Waste and Recycling Tonnage Data
Blacktown City Council currently provides waste and recycling collection services for approximately 90,000 domestic properties across the 
Blacktown LGA.  

Table 34 details the waste and recycling tonnages over the last five reporting periods for the Blacktown LGA and Table 35 details waste and 
recycling on a per capita basis.

Table 34: Tonnages of waste and recycling collected across the Blacktown LGA

CAR Type 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Domestic Garbage 87,500 83,485 85,471 86,904 86,404

Domestic Recycling 12,890 13,899 13,279 19,931 23,033

Street Cleaning 1,820 1,293 1,312 1,923 3,438

Other Council Sources 8,540 8,252 7,657 7,418 6,224

Total Tonnes 110,750 106,929 107,728 116,176 119,099

A move away from sustainability
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Table 35: Waste and recycling (kg) per capita collected across the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2004-2005 2005-2006

Domestic Garbage Per Capita (kg) 87,500 83,485

Domestic Recycling Per Capita (kg) 12,890 13,899

Waste and Recycling Collection Costs
Significant costs are related to the collection and disposal of domestic waste and recycling.  Disposal fees and population growth have resulted 
in the continual increase of costs in waste management.  

Table 36 details the costs over the last five reporting periods for the provision of waste and recycling services by Blacktown City Council.

A move towards sustainability
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Table 36: Waste and recycling service costs for the Blacktown LGA

2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Domestic Garbage Collection 4,370,370 4,810,864 4,556,052 4,866,421 5,253,646

Domestic Garbage Disposal 6,026,970 6,519,717 7,030,789 7,473,132 8,626,907

Domestic Recycling Collection 2,979,160 3,088,950 2,967,979 3,128,566 3,207,046

Street Cleaning Collection 2,091,700 2,415,101 2,256,936 2,646,208 3,193,616

Street Cleaning Disposal 126,490 103,797 110,133 165,718 242,449

Total $ 15,594,690 16,938,429 16,921,889 18,280,045 20,523,664

What is being done about these issues?
• Strategic planning 
• Implementation of legislation
• Waste processing at the UR-3R facility
• School and community education 
• Education materials
• Waste Management Development Control Plan
• Domestic waste and recycling service provision
• Household Clean Up Service – metals resource recovery
• Chemical Clean Out Service
• Clean Up Australia Day
• Illegal dumping monitoring and enforcement
• Recycling Contamination Management
• Recycled Content Paper 
• Worm farming in Council 
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Strategic Planning
The NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act (2001) (last updated on 1 July 2005) and the NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource 
Recovery Strategy (2003) underpins the planning of waste and resource management in NSW.  Resource management includes taking measures 
to reduce waste generation and recover resources in addition to providing collection and responsible disposal of waste.  

Wherever feasible, local solutions for resource management are preferred.  Waste and resource management objectives require councils to 
work in partnership with the community and use a mix of strategies including education, economic tools, infrastructure, service provision and 
regulation.  

Implementation of Legislation
Additional NSW legislation and regulations influencing waste avoidance and resource recovery in NSW include the:
• Protection of the Environment Operations Act (1997) Waste Regulations which set out regulatory requirements for specific wastes,  
 waste facilities, activities and transporters, including those to be regulated by the DEC
• Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (1979) that directs the overall planning and building systems in NSW
• Local Government Act (1993) which guides councils in developing policies and regulations pertaining to localised waste management  
 activities 
• Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act (2001) that provides a legislative framework for the used packaging material industry  
 reduction plans.

Waste Processing at the UR-3R Facility
On 1 August 2005, Blacktown City Council began sending its garbage stream to the UR-3R facility in accordance with its five-year contract with 
WSN Environmental Solutions.  The first facility of its kind in the Greater Sydney Region, the UR-3R Alternative Waste Technology (AWT) facility 
uses a four-stage Mechanical Biological Treatment process to mechanically sort garbage and remove recyclables and inert materials.  Organic 
materials are then biologically treated to produce green electricity and compost.  It is expected that up to 60,000 tonnes or approximately 70% 
of Blacktown City’s waste will be diverted from landfill each year by the UR-3R facility.  This is in addition to the recyclables diverted through the 
recycling collection.  During 2005-2006, the UR-3R was building its operation and slowly its increasing capacity and was not fully operational.  
In addition, a fire in the facility’s compost hall on 12 May 2006 resulted in lower than expected capacity.  In 2005-2006 the UR-3R facility 
processed:

• 1,755 tonnes of recyclables recovered from Blacktown’s garbage in addition to 23,033 tonnes collected through recycling bin collections
• 4,965 tonnes of organics diverted from landfill and composted to become useful organic growth medium  
• 21,641 tonnes of garbage to become alternate daily cover (ADC), a more environmentally friendly option to the use of virgin excavated  
 natural materials to cover landfill on a daily basis. 
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Photo 9: The UR-3R facility, Eastern Creek

School and Community Education 
Blacktown City Council’s main contribution to school-based waste education is the provision of the Waste Watchers program conducted by Keep 
Australia Beautiful.  All local primary schools are invited to arrange for the program to visit their school.  Waste Watchers offers hands on classroom 
sessions on waste avoidance, re-use, recycling, composting and worm farming.  Students are encouraged to spread their new knowledge of 
waste minimisation to their family and others.  In 2005-2006, Blacktown City Council provided 30 days of the Waste Watchers program, which was 
delivered to 3,036 students at 15 local primary schools.

In 2005-2006, Council’s recycling contractor, Cleanaway, and Council’s Waste Education Officer also provided additional school-based waste 
education for schools that could not be slotted into the Waste Watchers program.

Cleanaway and Council also worked together to provide waste and recycling education and information to the community during local festivals 
and events such as the Blacktown Festival and the Environmental Expo. 
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Education Materials
In 2005-2006, Blacktown City Council continued to provide a range of education materials, including fact sheets, stickers and brochures, focussing 
on Council’s waste and recycling services, composting, worm farming, mulching, smart shopping and natural cleaning.  Council’s website also 
provided a range of educational material on resource management.

Waste Management Development Control Plan
Blacktown City Council’s Development Control Plan (DCP) for Waste Management and Minimisation continued to be implemented throughout 
2005-2006.  The majority of development applications require a Waste Management Plan (WMP).  The WMP considers waste generated during 
the demolition and construction stages of development and ongoing management of the development, with a focus on waste reduction.

Domestic Waste and Recycling Service Provision
Blacktown City Council’s domestic waste and recycling service is a central and ongoing service to the community.  Paper, cardboard, glass bottles 
and jars, aluminium and steel cans and plastic bottles and containers imprinted with numbers 1 to 7 are accepted for the recycling collection.

Household Clean Up Service – metals resource recovery
Blacktown City Council’s Household Clean Up Service recovers metals for recycling, mainly through the collection of whitegoods such as fridges.  
In 2005-2006, 363 tonnes of metal were recycled through these collections.

Chemical Clean Out Service
Blacktown City Council worked with the DEC to provide a Chemical Cleanout Collection in July 2005.  These collections offer a valuable and free 
service where householders dispose of unwanted household chemicals responsibly at a designated location.  

In July 2005, 415 householders attended the collection, an increase of 55% on 2004 attendance.  Nearly 20 tonnes of unwanted chemicals were 
collected, most commonly paint, lead-acid batteries, oil and gas cylinders.  

Council conducted additional promotion for the 2005 event, contributing to the increased participation.  The event was promoted through Council’s 
quarterly newsletter to residents, the website, outdoor banners, newspaper articles, Council’s corporate pages, staff emails and posters and 
brochures at Council facilities and selected retail businesses that sell household chemicals.

Clean Up Australia Day
Volunteerism was again pivotal in creating a successful 2006 Clean Up Australia Day.  Council annually supports the event by supplementing the 
bags and gloves provided and by conducting a ‘thank you’ barbeque for volunteers.

In the Blacktown LGA, the 2006 Clean Up Australia Day event achieved the collection of:
• 24 tonnes of rubbish by 1,100 volunteers at 46 registered sites
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• 2.4 tonnes of rubbish by 17,100 students at 49 schools
• 872.85 tonnes of rubbish from 20 ‘closed sites’ by Council staff
• Additional rubbish by 40 volunteers from five local businesses.

Illegal Dumping Monitoring and Enforcement
Council continued its education and enforcement program to discourage illegal dumping.  The program encourages residents to correctly dispose 
of bulky household waste through Council’s at call free Household Clean Up Service, and follows up with daily monitoring of illegal dumping 
incidents. 

Recycling Contamination Management
After successful trials in 2004-2005, Blacktown City, in partnership with its recycling contractor Cleanaway, continued its recycling contamination 
management strategy through bin monitoring and follow-up education.

Recycled Content Paper 
Council continues to purchase Recycled Content Paper (RCP) for its day-to-day office paper, closing the recycling loop by using end products of 
recycling collections.  Buying recycled paper reduces:
• deforestation and therefore loss of biodiversity; and 
• the use of energy, water and chemicals.

Worm Farming in Council
Blacktown Olympic Park and Council’s Environmental Services section use worm farms for processing staff kitchen waste into useful product for 
pot and garden plants.  Council’s Animal Holding facility reduces the amount of waste it sends to landfill by adding animal waste to large on-site 
worm farms.  
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Goals
In relation to resource recovery and management, Blacktown City Council’s goals for 2006 - 2007 are:

Issue Goals Status

Resource Recovery and 
Management Short-Term

• Develop a Resource Management (Waste) Strategy for the City Ongoing

• Conduct a waste survey and social research to inform development of the Strategy Ongoing

• Conduct a waste survey of Council’s facilities and operations Ongoing

• Develop a Community Education and Engagement Program for Waste Management Ongoing

Further Information 
• www.blacktown.nsw.gov.au
• www.cleanaway.com.au
• www.cleanup.com.au
• www.environment.nsw.gov.au 
• www.kab.org.au
• www.recyclingnearyou.com.au
• www.wsn.com.au
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CHAPTER 9: HERITAGE

What is Heritage?
The term heritage refers to those places and objects that possess aesthetic, historic, scientific or social qualities and attributes that are of value 
to the community.  Heritage values are defined by people and thus differ among and between individuals and groups with different cultural 
backgrounds.  A diverse range of heritage values is recognised across NSW, largely due to its multicultural population. 

What are the issues? 
• Urban development competing with heritage sites
• Lack of community awareness and involvement
• Lack of knowledge, appreciation and recognition
• Impact from weather
• Damage from vandalism and destruction of sites

In the Blacktown LGA, places and objects of heritage value are categorised as Indigenous, Non-Indigenous or Natural.

Indigenous Heritage
The Aboriginal people of the Western Cumberland Plain refer to themselves as the Darug people (also spelt as Dharug, Daruk, Dharuk and 
Dharruk).  The Darug people inhabited the Blacktown LGA long before European settlement.

Blacktown City Council has identified a number of historical sites in the Blacktown LGA that contain Aboriginal artefacts and are areas of high 
archaeological significance.  These sites are recorded on the Blacktown Development Control Plan (DCP) 1992 maps.  A site or item is considered 
to be of Aboriginal heritage significance if it demonstrates Aboriginal history and culture.  The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) has the 
primary responsibility for items of Aboriginal significance in NSW.

Non-Indigenous Heritage
Non-indigenous heritage relates to non-Aboriginal items of heritage significance.  Heritage significance refers to aesthetic, historic, scientific, 
cultural, social, archaeological, or natural value for past, present or future generations.  

Heritage items are protected under the following legislation:

• NSW Heritage Act (1977)
• NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (1979).
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The NSW Heritage Act (1977) is administered by the Department of Planning’s Heritage Office (formerly the NSW Heritage Office) and relates 
to items of state significance.  The NSW Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 is administered by local government and under 
this legislation, heritage provisions can be incorporated in local environmental plans.  Most of the items on local heritage schedules are of local 
heritage significance.  Some items, however, can also be of state significance, thereby being regulated by both Acts and requiring development 
consent from both Council and the NSW Heritage Office.  Some of these approval functions have been delegated to Blacktown City Council where 
such developments do not materially affect the significance of those items.  

Blacktown City Council has the responsibility to protect heritage items through provisions in the Blacktown Local Environmental Plan (BLEP) 
1988.  Council has been revising its heritage schedule and heritage provisions contained in BLEP 1988.  Presently, 125 items are recognised as 
significant and are protected in the BLEP 1988.  Council has a register that provides a description of these items.  These properties are protected 
and any new use, alteration or addition requires Council approval.  Blacktown’s heritage items are listed on the State Heritage Inventory, along 
with other heritage items across NSW.  The State Heritage Inventory can be viewed on the Heritages Office’s website.

Natural Heritage
The natural areas of Blacktown with national significance are recorded on the Register of the National Estate.  These include Llandilo at Shanes 
Park, Grantham Poultry Research Station at Seven Hills and the Prospect Reservoir, Prospect.

Areas of natural bushland also remain on both private and Blacktown City Council land.  Remnant Cumberland Plain Woodland is sparsely 
scattered throughout Western Sydney.  It has been listed as an Endangered Ecological Community under both federal and state legislation and 
as such is protected and must be considered by Blacktown City Council when assessing development applications.

The Cumberland Plain Woodland is the accepted name for the plant community that occurs on soils derived from shale on the Cumberland 
Plain.  Cumberland Plain Woodland sites are characteristically of woodland structure, but may include both more open and denser areas.  The 
understorey is generally grassy to herbaceous with patches of shrubs, or if disturbed, contains components of indigenous native species sufficient 
to re-establish the characteristic understorey.  
 
A number of pressures can affect heritage values.  For example, increasing population and housing density in urban areas can lead to loss or 
degradation of heritage items and places as land use changes and residential areas and their infrastructure expand and intensify.  
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• 

 Photo 10: Shale Plain Woodland – a community of the Cumberland Plain Woodland
 

What is being done about these issues? 
• Local Government Managing and Protecting Heritage
• National Trust Heritage Festival Week and History Week
• Heritage Advisor
• Financial Incentive Program
• Heritage Property Officer
• Heritage Inventory
• Educational Programs

Local Government Managing and Protecting Heritage
Since February 2002, Councils can be a “one-stop-shop” for applications for work on heritage items (subject to certain conditions).

A total of 6 development applications all involving non-Indigenous heritage items, was approved during the 2005-2006 reporting period. These 
were:

• Additions to the aged care facility associated with the Polish War Memorial Chapel, 116-132 Quakers Hill Road, Marayong
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• Alterations to the former Mount Druitt Stationmaster’s residence, 270 Beames Avenue, Mount Druitt
• New hall, Christian City Church, Prospect
• New stage structure, Rooty Hill
• Leslie View, 393 Seven Hills Road, Seven Hills
• Four Oaks, 52 Solander Road, Kings Park

Blacktown City Council can also make interim Heritage Protection Orders on items that may be of heritage significance and are under threat.  

No interim Heritage Protection Orders were issued during the 2005-2006 reporting period.

National Trust Heritage Festival Week and History Week
The aim of these weeks is to promote heritage and history in the broader community. 

The National Trust of Australia (NSW) holds an annual Heritage Festival.  In 2006 it was held in the month of April and the theme was “Industrial 
Heritage”.  

The Festival is one of the biggest community festivals in the State and this year Council assisted the historical societies with their displays as well 
as organising an open day at Minchinbury Winery where the owner conducted tours through the historic cellars.

History Week is held in September under the guidance of the History Council of New South Wales.  Again, Council assists the local historical 
societies in mounting displays for the week.

Heritage Advisor
Blacktown City Council engaged a Heritage Advisor in June 2005.  The Heritage Advisor assists in the management of heritage in the Blacktown 
City Council area by:

• Reviewing statutory instruments for the protection of heritage items
• Providing advice on development applications potentially affecting heritage items
• Providing free advice to owners of heritage-listed properties and promoting heritage in the Blacktown LGA.
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Financial Incentive Program
Council operates a financial incentive program for the maintenance of privately owned heritage items.  Council has an annual financial assistance 
scheme for owners of private heritage properties listed in BLEP 1988.  The scheme offers up to $1,000 each financial year on a dollar-for-dollar 
basis for restoration and maintenance works.

In 2005-2006, 12 properties received financial assistance for the following conservation and maintenance works:
• $1,000 for sanding and polishing of hall and bedroom floors at Hill End, 84 Hill End Road, Doonside
• $1,000 for replacement of veranda flooring at 176 Garfield Road West, Riverstone
• $300 for repair of roof flashings at 369 Seven Hills Road, Seven Hills
• $880 for repair of roof slates at Warrawong, Riverstone Road, Riverstone
• $1,000 for rectification of damp, repair of plaster and wallpaper at Howard Villa, Ropes Creek Road, Mount Druitt
• $1,000 for repair of termite damage to floor at 20 Perkins Street, Rooty Hill
• $1,000 for tiling to front veranda of Burns Cottage, 74 Mount Druitt Road, Mount Druitt
• $1,000 for conservation of stained glass at the former St Andrews Church, Seven Hills Road, Seven Hills
• $1,000 for reconstruction of decorative ceilings at 2 Sarsfield Street, Blacktown
• $1,000 for repairs to front veranda at 22 West Parade, Riverstone
• $4,000 for repair of roofs at Parrington Terraces, 39-41A Garfield Road East, Riverstone (4 properties)
• $835 for termite and pest inspection at Rosebank, Garfield Road East, Riverstone

In the 2005-2006 financial year, $14,015.00 was reimbursed for works under the Heritage Fund.

Heritage Property Officer
Blacktown City Council appointed a Heritage Property Officer in January 2004 to administer the following 17 Council-owned heritage items:

Table 37: Council-owned heritage items

Ward Heritage Item

1

Riverstone General Cemetery

Blacktown Bicentennial Museum

Residence - 169 Garfield Road, Riverstone
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2 No Listings

3

Blacktown Public School

Flushcombe Turrets Gates

Former Grantham Research Poultry Station

St Bartholomew’s Church and Cemetery

4

The Manse

Mt Druitt Hall

Mt Druitt Waterholes

Neoblie

Watts Cottage

Rooty Hill School of Arts

Row of Olives

5

Rutherglen

Alroy

Woodstock

Each year Council commits funds and resources to assist in the restoration and upkeep of its heritage properties.  In 2006, Council conducted a 
draft feasibility study into the future care, management and use of these places.  Council has also made significant progress at two properties.  
Alroy was re-opened as Alroy Tavern and Stage 1 of the restoration of the former Blacktown Public school was completed.  Alroy was the result of 
a joint partnership with the lessee.  The school building is the centre piece of the Civic Plaza.  Its temporary use by the Blacktown Arts Centre will 
be followed by Stage 2 works and the establishment of a Visitor and Heritage Information Centre at the location. 
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Educational Programs
The NPWS website, which is now part of the DEC, provides information on native plants and animals and educational resources for students.  It 
offers a detailed list of useful contacts in the field of biodiversity, including academic institutions, databases and web resources, funding sources, 
government agencies, international biodiversity organisations, non-government organisations, scientific societies and other relevant links.

The conservation organisation World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has established a Threatened Species Network (TSN), which produces a seasonal 
newsletter called The Web.  The WWF website provides fact sheets and useful information on threatened plants and animals.

Goals 

Issue Goals Status

Indigenous Heritage Short-Term

• Report to Council on ongoing liaison with the local Indigenous community regarding 
the provision of a venue for Indigenous culture, arts and crafts, and a meeting place and 
venue for support groups.  

Ongoing

• Identify the options for establishing two district level Aboriginal community cultural/arts 
centres to build community cohesion and to encourage local skill development.  Ongoing

• Develop a conservation plan for the range of Indigenous heritage sites including the 
native institute site in Blacktown to inform development and to ensure their protection. Ongoing

• Develop a consistent process for selection of Darug names for Blacktown LGA  parks 
and reserves  through the Aboriginal Advisory sub-committee New

• Continue to develop and skill the Aboriginal Advisory Sub-Committee to assist the 
Aboriginal community in partnership with Blacktown City Council to enhance a good 
working relationship.    

New / Ongoing

• Develop internal mechanisms to enhance Council’s ability to work effectively with 
the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander community regarding Aboriginal consultation 
protocols, the Aboriginal Employment Strategy and cultural awareness training for 
Councillors and staff.   

New / Ongoing

N o n - I n d i g e n o u s 
Heritage Short-Term

• Report to Council on the ‘Heritage Today and Tomorrow: A Feasibility Study into Possible 
Cultural and Community Uses of Blacktown City Council’s Heritage Properties’ Ongoing
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• Adopt the ‘Heritage Today and Tomorrow: A Feasibility Study into Possible Cultural and 
Community Uses of Blacktown City Council’s Heritage Properties’ and commence works 
and seek uses for each of these properties

Ongoing

• Continue to participate in Heritage and History weeks through activities, events and 
supporting local historical societies. Ongoing

• Implement Stage 2 of the conservation of William Lawson’s Vault.  Ongoing

• Implement ongoing works with the aim of opening the parkland aspect of the Grantham 
Poultry Research Station site to the community. Ongoing

•  Commence implementation of St Bartholomew’s Master plan through the development 
of a permanent display area, caretaker’s cottage, and improve facilities for public users. Ongoing

• Commence implementation of recommendations in the Grantham Poultry Research 
Station Conservation Management Plan. Ongoing

• Adopt the Manse Conservation Management Plan, seek endorsement for the plan from 
the NSW Heritage Council and begin implementing its recommendations. Ongoing

• Develop conservation plans or mini conservation plans for further Council-owned 
heritage properties. Ongoing

Further Information
• www.environment.nsw.gov.au
• www.heritage.nsw.gov.au
• www.wwf.org.au
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other environmental programs
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CHAPTER 10:  WHAT ELSE HAPPENED FOR BLACKTOWN CITY’S ENVIRONMENT? 

2006 Environmental Expo
Blacktown City Council hosted the annual Environmental Expo on Sunday 2 April 2006 at Nurragingy Reserve, Doonside.  The Expo engages 
the local community in sustainability education.  There were a number of stalls, displays and workshops on topics including water and energy 
consumption, water quality, waste reduction, worm farming and composting, non toxic cleaning and bushcare.  External organisations participating 
at the Expo included the Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability, BP Solar, Featherdale Wildlife Park, Greening Australia, Blacktown 
and District Environment Group, Ethnic Communities Council, Sydney Water Streamwatch and Enviro Craft.  Other attractions included Circus 
Solarus roaming environmental performers, 2 rhythm workshops, an environmental theatre show, face painting, jumping castle and an organic 
BBQ lunch.

 

  Photo 11: Circus Solarus Performers          Photo 12: Stormwater Action Model

      

   Photo 13: A Rhythm Workshop      Photo 14: Environmental Expo crowd
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Environmental Workshops

Sustainable Living
On Tuesday 8 November 2005, over 50 people attended a free workshop held by Council on sustainable living.  It was an opportunity for residents 
to discover simple and practical ways to reduce their ‘ecological footprint’, save money, and create a healthier living environment.  The workshop 
included a presentation by staff at the Powerhouse Museum, and an overview of some of Council’s sustainability programs.

Non Toxic Cleaning
In August, September, November and December 2005, Council ran four Non-Toxic Cleaning Workshops for residents.  The hands-on, fun and 
practical workshops were designed to encourage people to rethink their attitudes and behaviours towards the use of chemical cleaning products.  
Participants learnt how to make simple, effective and cheap alternatives using basic ingredients such as vinegar, eucalyptus oil and bicarbonate 
soda.  Over 80 people attended the workshops and each received a free non toxic cleaning kit.

Waste Wise and Clean Up Australia Day
On Monday 20 February 2005, Council held a free workshop on worm farming, composting and Clean Up Australia Day.  Over 50 people attended 
to hear how to participate in Clean Up Australia Day, as well as learning how to set up and maintain a compost bin or worm farm at home.  All 
workshop participants were also offered a discounted worm farm. 

Community Environment Support Program
The Community Environment Support Program (CESP) is a Council initiative to promote the active involvement of different sectors of the community 
in the improvement of the environment in the Blacktown LGA.  Funding of $30,000 was available to schools, business and community groups 
to undertake environmental improvement projects such as bush regeneration, water and energy reduction and waste minimisation.  In 2005-
2006, works were undertaken by 6 schools and 2 community groups on a variety of projects, including bush regeneration, Streamwatch water 
monitoring, establishment of gardens on schools grounds and the establishment of a community garden.

The CESP was reviewed during the 2005-2006 reporting period with the new program focusing on schools.  The new program is called the Eco-
Active Schools Program.  This refocusing of the program reflects the fact that local schools showed the most interest in Council’s grant program.  
Feedback from local schools indicated that their environmental projects are usually only possible if the school receives grant funding from Council.  
This is because they receive no funding from other sources.

Environmental Focus
The Environmental Focus took place on 22 June 2006, and included the announcement of the successful recipients of the 2006 Eco-Active 
Schools Program grants, who are undertaking their project in 2006-2007.  The 2005 grant recipients shared news on the progress of the projects 
they carried out in 2005-2006.  Council staff also spoke on a number of environmental issues, including Council’s energy-related programs, 
community pride and waste minimisation.
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Oasis Community Garden Launch
The Oasis Community Garden in Rossvale Street, Seven Hills, was officially opened on 29 March 2006.  The garden is a result of Council’s 
Community Pride Movement and Council’s GRUB (Gardens and Recycling in Urban Blacktown) Program.  For the past 5 years, Council, in 
conjunction with the NSW Department of Housing, the Royal Botanic Gardens and the Toongabbie/Seven Hills Neighbourhood Cottage has 
supported Seven Hills and Toongabbie residents in developing and managing their community garden.

       

       

       

Photo 15: Mayor Leo Kelly and Cliff Haynes (Department of Housing) launch Oasis while visitors enjoy the afternoon
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Sustainability Street
In 2006, Blacktown City Council commenced the Sustainability StreetTM Program, which is an exciting new project that encourages local residents 
to take action to create healthier, safer and more environmentally friendly neighbourhoods.

Photo 16: Sustainability Street group in Seven Hills

Four streets were selected as Blacktown City’s first Sustainability StreetsTM: Donohue Street, Kings Park; Stolle Street, Shalvey; Ontario Close, 
Seven Hills; and Hampshire Place, Seven Hills.

Through a series of workshops held in different neighbourhoods, residents discussed ways to reduce their energy, water usage and waste, 
enhance the beauty of their street and make new friends while having fun in the process.

On completion of the workshop series, participating streets will become beacons for other communities in the Blacktown City Local Government 
Area.
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Pilot Western Sydney Debating Competition
Blacktown City Council, in conjunction with Auburn, Bankstown, Blue Mountains, Holroyd and Penrith Councils, hosted a Pilot Regional Debating 
Competition on Monday 19 June 2006 at Featherdale Wildlife Park, Doonside. 

Each Council was represented by a local high school team of Year 7 Students, who debated environmental issues relevant to Western Sydney, 
as well as broader sustainability issues. 

Photo 17: St Pauls Catholic College debating team winners

St Paul’s Catholic College of Greystanes were the winners, taking home a perpetual trophy and a $500 prize for their school.
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Regional Environment Awards
The Upper Parramatta River Catchment Trust, together with the catchment councils (Blacktown, Baulkham Hills, Holroyd and Parramatta) 
sponsored the Regional Environment Awards in June 2006.  The Awards recognise local citizens, community groups and schools that are caring 
for and helping to improve the local environment, promoting best environmental practice and increasing environmental awareness.

In 2006, the awards included:

• Diamond Award ($5000): Blacktown and District Environment Group for ongoing environmental activities in the Blacktown LGA.
• Overall Individual ($500 each): Sylvia Nuttgens for Environmental activities in the Blacktown LGA and Marjorie Mead a Volunteer 
 Coordinator at Bidwill Community Garden.
• Overall Community Group ($1000): Blacktown and District Environment Group for ongoing environmental activities in the Blacktown 
 LGA.
• Special Mentions ($50 each): William Rose School for Environmental Education and Edmund Rice Community Nursery for the 
 Community Nursery.
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CHAPTER 11: SUMMARY OF INDICATORS FOR BLACKTOWN CITY 2005-2006

Table 2: Population density in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Population density per square kilometre 1094 2093 1107 1128 1148

Source: ABS, 2005

             A move away from sustainability

Table 5: Open space per capita in the Blacktown LGA 

Indicator 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Total open space per capita (state and local) 128m2 128m2 154m2 157m2

Source: DIPNR, 2005

             A move towards sustainability
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Table 10: The number of vulnerable and endangered species, populations and communities in the Blacktown LGA 

Indicator Status 2001-2002 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Species,  Populations and Communities 
listed under the NSW Threatened Species 
Conservation Act (1995) that are known to 
exist in the Blacktown LGA

vulnerable 14 16 16 16 16

endangered 9 16 16 19 19

Source: DEC Threatened Species Website, 2005

         A move away from sustainability

Table 13: The number of registered Bushcare volunteers

Indicator 2003 - 2004 2004 - 2005 2005-2006

Number of registered bushcare volunteers 84 106 109

       A move towards sustainability
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Table 15: The number of trees approved for removal under the Tree Preservation Order

Indicator 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 - 2004 2004 - 2005 2005-2006

Number of trees approved for removal under the Tree 
Preservation Order 4,899 4,059 3,335 3,147 3,720

               A move away from sustainability

Table 16: Total greenhouse gas emissions per capita in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 1998 - 1999

Total greenhouse gas emissions per capita* in the Blacktown LGA 15.2 tonnes CO2

* based on 1996 ABS census data

    No change/movement in relation to sustainability or no data to establish a trend
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Table 17: The average annual Regional Pollution Index value for the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Average annual RPI value 25.93 22.25 20.03 20.0

Source: DEC, 2006

       A move towards sustainability

Table 20: Number of vehicles per capita in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Number of vehicles per capita 0.58 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.62

   
            A move away from sustainability
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Table 31: Total water consumption per capita in the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Total water consumption (ML) per capita 112.6 120.4 103.0 95.1 93.1

          A move towards sustainability

Table 32: Blacktown City Council’s water consumption

Indicator 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006

Total water consumption (ML) per capita 463 539 371 315 368

         A move away from sustainability
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Table 34: Tonnages of waste and recycling collected across the Blacktown LGA

CAR Type 2001 - 2002 2002 - 2003 2003 - 2004 2004 - 2005 2005 - 2006

Domestic Garbage 87,500 83,485 85,471 86,904 86,404

Domestic Recycling 12,890 13,899 13,279 19,931 23,033

Street Cleaning 1,820 1,293 1,312 1,923 3,438

Other Council Sources 8,540 8,252 7,657 7,418 6,224

Total Tonnes 110,750 106,929 107,728 116,176 119,099

          A move away from sustainability

Table 35: Waste and recycling (kg) per capita collected across the Blacktown LGA

Indicator 2004 - 2005 2005 - 2006

Domestic Garbage Per Capita (kg) 87,500 83,485

Domestic Recycling Per Capita (kg) 12,890 13,899

      
            A move towards sustainability
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CHAPTER 12: LINKS TO COUNCIL’S MANAGEMENT PLAN

Goals have been listed for each theme throughout this report.  The goals that have also been listed as Actions in Council’s 2006-2009 Management 
Plan are listed in the table below.

Action Key Priority Area Directorate Completion Date

Review the impact of the construction of the Western Sydney Orbital on the 
existing transport network and local communities and report to Council.

Moving Around the 
City

TTS June 2007

Monitor the impact of the construction of the T-Way Network on the existing 
transport network and local communities and report to Council.

Moving Around the 
City

TTS June 2008

Report to Council six monthly on lobbying for strategically located commuter car 
parking.

Moving Around the 
City

PDS
TTS

December 2006

Report to Council on the issues and outcomes arising from 12 months operation 
of BASIX for multi-unit residential developments.

Vibrant City Image BS & A March 2007

Formalise Council’s action plan to address and implement salinity management 
strategies.

Environment ERS March 2007

Commence implementation of Revegetation and Regeneration Plan in Council’s 
Open Space Network and report to Council.

Vibrant City Image ERS May 2007

Report on progress of the implementation of priority actions listed in the Blacktown 
Greenhouse Action Plan (BGAP).

Environment ERS June 2007

Develop a Water Conservation Action Plan for the City. Environment ERS September 2006

Report on the operation of Council’s centrally controlled irrigation and sports field 
water management system.

I n f r a s t r u c t u r e 
– Provision and 
Design

ERS June 2007
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Prepare options for the use by Blacktown City Council of organic materials 
produced from the UR-3R facility.

Environment ERS April 2007

Develop a Resource Management (Waste) Strategy for the City. Environment ERS December 2007

Develop and commence implementation of a Community Education and 
Engagement Program for Waste Management.

Environment ERS September 2006
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ADI Australian Defence Industries

ANZECC Australian and New Zealand Environment and Conservation Council

AWT Alternative waste technology

BDCP Blacktown Development Control Plan

BLEP Blacktown Local Environmental Plan

CAR Customer Action Request

CCP Cities for Climate Protection

CPW Cumberland Plain Woodland

DCP Development Control Plan

DEC Department of Environment and Conservation

DEUS Department of Energy, Utilities and Sustainability

DIPNR Department of Infrastructure, Planning and Natural Resources

EMP Environmental Management Plan

EPC Energy performance contract

ha Hectare

IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

LEP Local Environmental Plan

LGA Local Government Area
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m Metre

MBT Mechanical biological treatment

ml Megalitre

NPWS National Parks and Wildlife Service

NSW New South Wales

POEO Act Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997

RCP Recycled content paper

REP Regional Environmental Plan

RPI Regional pollution index

RTA Roads and Traffic Authority

SCRFF Sydney Coastal River-Flat Forest

SEPP State Environmental Planning Policy

SoE State of Environment

STP Sewage treatment plant

TSN Threatened Species Network

VOC Volatile organic compound

WMP Waste Management Plan

WSO Western Sydney Orbital

WSROC Western Sydney Regional Organisation of Councils

WWF World Wildlife Fund
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GLOSSARY

Air pollution  An emission into the air of any impurity.

Annex 1 Countries are countries that have accepted a reduction target under the Kyoto Protocol and non Annex 1 countries are those 
that do not have a reduction target.  The industrialised countries have contributed the most to climate change due 
to their higher greenhouse gas emissions and are therefore committed to taking the lead in addressing the problem.  
Australia is listed in Annex 1, along with the United States of America, Canada, United Kingdom and much of the 
European community.

Biodiversity biological diversity means the diversity of life and is made up of three components
1. Genetic Diversity – the variety of genes (or units of heredity) in any population
2. Species Diversity – variety of species
3. Ecosystem Diversity – the variety of communities or ecosystems

Calcareous containing or resembling calcium carbonate, chalky.

Catchment the land area drained by a river and its tributaries.

Clay soil material composed of particles finer than 0.002mm.  When used as a soil texture group such soil contains at least 
35% clay.

Claystone non-fissile sedimentary rock composed primarily of clay-sized particles.

Conservation means all the processes of looking after a place so as to retain its natural and cultural significance.  It includes 
preservation, protection, maintenance, restoration and adaptation.

Degradation any decline in the quality of natural resources commonly caused by human activities.

Ecologically sustainable 
development

an approach to using, conserving and enhancing natural resources so that ecological processes, on which all life 
depends, are maintained and the total quality of life, now and in the future is improved.
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Ecosystems any system in which there is an interdependence and interaction among living organisms and their immediate physical, 
chemical and biological environment, such as a pond, forest or wetland.

Edge effect commonly used in conjunction with the boundary between natural habitats (bushland) and human activity (urbanisation). 
When an edge is created to any natural ecosystem and the outside the boundary is a disturbed or unnatural system, 
the natural ecosystem is seriously affected for some distance in from the edge. 

Emissions substances being released into the environment.

Endangered under the Commonwealth Endangered Species Protection Act 1992 and Environment Protection and Biodiversity 
Conservation Act 1999, a species is endangered if it is likely to become extinct unless the circumstances and factors 
threatening its abundance, survival or evolutionary development cease to operate; or its numbers have been reduced 
to such a critical level, or its habitats have been so drastically reduced, that it is in immediate danger of extinction, or 
I might already be extinct, but is not presumed extinct.

Enhanced greenhouse 
effect

changes in the earth’s climate as a result of increasing levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere due to human 
activities.

Environment the sum of all external conditions and influences affecting the life, development and ultimately, the survival of an 
organism.

Environmental indicator is an aspect of the natural world or built environment that can be monitored to provide information on environmental 
conditions and trends.  Environmental indicators include physical, chemical, biological or socio-economic measures 
that can be used to assess natural resources and environmental quality.

Exotic an introduced species, especially one which is not of Australian origin.

Extinct species no longer in existence or not located in the wild in the past 50 years.

Fossil fuels derived from fossilised organic matter such as coal, oil and petroleum.

Fragmentation (habitat/
ecosystem)

the division of natural areas by vegetation clearance for human land use, isolating the remnants and the species in 
them and limiting genetic flow.
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Global warming the expected rise in global temperature caused by an increase in the concentration of greenhouse gases mostly 
emitted as a result of human activity.  

Green corridor areas of flora and fauna indigenous to a region which allow the movement of that flora and fauna from one area to 
another.

Greenhouse effect the natural warming of the earth’s atmosphere as a consequence of the concentration of trace gases in the atmosphere 
which retard the escape of heat radiation.  The enhanced greenhouse effect refers to the increase in heat retained 
above the normal due to increasing concentrations of the trace gases due to human activities.

Greenhouse gas atmospheric gases which enhance the natural greenhouse effect, including water vapour (H20), tropospheric ozone 
(O3), chloroflurocarbons (CFCs), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O).  The last three 
gases are of particular concern because they take a long time to be removed from the atmosphere.

Gross pollutant traps grids which trap litter in watercourses.

Habitat a geographic area that can provide for the key activities of life.

Heavy metals a group of metals with high atomic weights which are generally toxic.  Some are always toxic  (eg. lead, mercury, 
cadmium) and others are toxic at high concentration (eg. zinc, copper).

Indicator a parameter, or a value derived from parameters, which provides information about a phenomenon.

Indigenous means native to a region.

Laminite thinly bedded fine-grained sedimentary rock.

Loam a medium textured soil of approximate composition 10 – 25% clay, 25 – 50% silt and 2% sand.

NAIDOC National Aboriginal Islander Observance Committee is now used widely to refer to all the events and celebrations that 
occur during the National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Week.
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Non-point source 
pollution

pollution from a broad area or many small sources, such as runoff from farms or urban areas, includes sources which 
do not originate from a single or identifiable drain or pipe (compare with point source).

Photochemical smog air pollution caused by chemical reactions along various substances and pollutants in the atmosphere in the presence 
of sunlight; ozone is a major constituent.

Plastic describes soil material which is in a condition that allows it to undergo permanent deformation without appreciable 
volume change or elastic rebound, and without rupture.

Point source source of pollution can be pinpointed, such as a drain or chimney stack (compare with non-point source).

Preservation means maintaining the fabric of a place in its existing state and retarding deterioration.

Quartz a hard glossy mineral consisting of silicon dioxide in crystalline form.

Remnant vegetation a small fragmented portion of the former dominant vegetation which once covered the area before being cleared for 
human land use.

Riparian pertaining to riverbanks

Salinity the concentration of salts in soil or water.

Saltation in geology, saltation is a specific type of particle transport by fluids. It occurs when loose material is removed from a 
bed and carried by the fluid, before being transported back to the surface.

Sandstone a detrital sedimentary rock with predominantly sand-sized particles.

Sedimentation material of varying size, both mineral and organic, deposited away from its site of origin by the action of water, wind, 
gravity or ice.

Sewage waste matter discharged to a sewerage system.

Sewerage works for collecting, treating and disposing of sewage.
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Sludge (sewage) the solid matter after partial drying.

Silt fine soil particles in the size range 0.02 – 0.002mm.

Siltstone a fine-grained sedimentary rock composed predominantly of silt-sized particles.

Soil landscape an area of land that has recognisable and describable topography and soils that are capable of being represented on 
a map and of being described by concise statements.

Species a group of organisms which are biologically capable of breeding and producing fertile offspring with each other but not 
members of other species.  The lowest taxonomic classification in use.

Species diversity the measure of the number of individuals and their relative abundance in an area.

State of the environment 
reporting

process that provides a scientific assessment of environmental conditions, focusing on the impacts of human activities, 
their significance for the environment and societal response to the identified trends.

Threatened species species facing threatening processes such as extensive destruction of habitat; the process may threaten the survival, 
abundance or evolutionary development of the species.

Vegetation the structure, cover and species composition of the plants of an area.

Vulnerable species those that may soon become endangered if causal factors (habitat destruction, over-exploitation, other environmental 
disturbances) continue.

Weed a weed can be considered as any plant that is having a negative impact on a valuable resource and requires some 
form of action to reduce that impact.

Wetland an area of low-lying land that is irregularly, regularly or permanently covered with either fresh or salt water.
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